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For me to teach gay/lesbian issues in schools would be like teaching Spanish. I don’t speak Spanish.

—Pre-service teacher candidate when discussing reading a children’s book depicting all families inclusive of same-sex families.

Educator/writer Vivian Gussin Paley defines our ultimate goal as teachers in a democratic society to be helping children become kind and caring participants in a world that includes everyone (Starting Small, 1997, p. iii). Children of gay and lesbian families, like all children, have a right to attend schools with administrators, teachers, and materials prepared to meet their individual, social, emotional, and academic needs. Yet, the heterosexist assumptions of administrators and teachers in elementary schools based on heteronormativity have resulted in curricula and pedagogy that fail to acknowledge and therefore meet the needs of gay/lesbian families (Kozik-Rosabal, 2000).

In 1993 Friend wrote, Until recently, serious discussions of how inequalities in terms of sexual orientation are reproduced and sanctioned by schooling have been absent in the social analyses of diversity, equity, and power in education (Choices, Not Closets: Heterosexism and Homophobia in Schools, p.210). I strongly disagree with the notion that heterosexism and homophobia are included in discussions, even recently, when it comes to the day to day running of schools. In my experience few are discussing this sensitive topic. As a result, there is pervasive silencing of gay/lesbian families in American schools.

One of the best ways to include all family structures in classroom practice is through children’s literature. While more and more quality books depicting family diversity, inclusive of gay and lesbian families, are published every year, it is often the unknown discourse surrounding such readings and the unknown support of the teacher that keeps these books from even entering preschool through grade four classrooms.

Theresa Bouley is an Associate Professor in the Center for Early Childhood Education at Eastern Connecticut State University. She specializes in the areas of early childhood education, reading and language arts, and critical literacy. Her research and writings have mostly been in the areas of multicultural education focusing on multicultural literacy and literature. She regularly attends the annual international NAME conference as well as the annual NECME conference. She has a Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Connecticut.

It is highly common that one avoids any task for which they are not efficacious.
Starting dialogue related to any sensitive topic is a risk if one does not feel a sense of self-efficacy in their ability to handle whatever comes up. As a result of the silencing of same-sex families and issues in schools, teachers have had little to no practice talking about such issues neither with young children, peers, parents, nor administrators. This practice, practice talking, is a necessary step in building their self-efficacy to read books depicting all families and handle any discussions or challenges that arise. This practice is the focus of this paper and a critical step in ending the silence.

We Are Here and We Are Queer

Children of Lesbians and Gays Everywhere (COLAGE, 2001) estimates there are over ten million children of gay, lesbian, or bisexual parents in the United States. Others estimate the range to be vast and anywhere from 2 million to 8 million lesbian and gay parents who have between 4 and 14 million children (Kozik-Rosabal, 2000, citing Casper & Schultz, 1999, citing Patterson, 1992, 1995). In addition, numerous children have extended family members, aunts, uncles, grandparents, as well as siblings or family friends who are lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgendered (LGBT).

The co-directors of COLAGE (2001) have stated, “Those of us raised in alternative families, especially gay and lesbian families, have grown up feeling invisible without knowing why. As the next generation grows up, they must have resources in which they can see themselves reflected and therefore validated.”

As with all marginalized students, including students with gay/lesbian parents or family members, schools have historically and currently failed to produce environments that provide for the optimal development of children and support for their families (The National Association for Early Childhood Education (NAEYC) Code of Ethical Conduct, pg. 6). In my own research, talking with numerous elementary teachers, principals, and district superintendents, I found not only a lack of children’s literature and curriculum inclusive of same-sex families but also a pervasive lack of communication on this subject. The majority of those interviewed were unaware of any school policies that may include same-sex families in curriculum, and they were also totally unaware of whether or not they would be supported if they chose to simply read books inclusive of all families (Bouley, 2007).

It is critical that we open discourse relating to the inclusion of gay/lesbian families in elementary schools for optimal development of all children. All children benefit from an education that is open and equitable. Providing this model of social justice would be instrumental in preparing children to develop a sense of empathy necessary to live in a pluralistic society.
The Role of the Teacher

Teachers are in the ideal position to help children develop a sense of empathy and affirmation of diversity. Haim Ginott in Teacher and Child (1976) wrote:

I’ve come to the frightening conclusion that I am the decisive element in the classroom. It is my personal approach that creates the climate. It is my daily mood that makes the weather. As a teacher, I possess a tremendous power to make a child’s life miserable or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or honor, hurt or heal. In all situations, it is my response that decides whether a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated and a child humanized or de-humanized.

For the early childhood or elementary teacher it is almost easy to facilitate a sense of social justice in young children mostly because they have it already. Young children are keenly aware of fairness. They know when something is unfair and often strongly object. They also can be extremely empathetic. In one of her many books discussing exactly this, Vivian Paley shares numerous stories of how children continually express their strong empathetic and compassionate nature.

Paley believes the ultimate role of the teacher is, ―To be nice. To set the model for niceness. To be nice to all the children all the time.‖ Certainly, a young child would feel a sense of injustice if his classmate was too scared to draw a picture of his family because he didn’t feel it was safe to share he had two dads. Hopefully, so would the adults involved.

The Power of Books

The most age appropriate way to include lesbian and gay families in elementary classrooms is through children’s literature. It is a common occurrence that elementary teachers read books about families and ask children to share their family visually, either through pictures, or writing, etc. This is highly problematic for children from same-sex families if they have never seen their family represented in the books read by the teacher. There are numerous children’s books that depict a wide variety of family structures and are inclusive of families with two dads or moms. Seeing their families represented in books is critical for all children on so many levels. The theoretical framework of much of the research in reading (e.g., Braugner & Lewis, 1997; McQuillan, 1998; Moustafa, 1997, Smith, 1985) suggests that literacy is not simply the comprehension of a text but a means through which individuals participate in constituting themselves and their world. From a multicultural perspective, students from non-mainstream cultures can profit from having opportunities for understanding and developing pride in their heritage and for building a positive self-concept. Furthermore, literature can be a vehicle to foster cultural awareness and appreciation. Our culturally diverse population challenges educators to provide literacy instruction that reflects the
variety of our students’ experiences and backgrounds (Au, 1993; Routman, 1996). As children read multicultural literature they are constantly making connections between the new information and their previous experience, knowledge, and beliefs. The discourse evoked when reading such literature is critical in helping children to make sense of the text, themselves, and their world (Christensen, 1997). It is through these discussions that both teachers and children can begin to develop a sense of empathy, acceptance, and confidence in relating to members of the lesbian and gay community and the issues they face. Teacher awareness, access, and inclusion of children’s literature depicting same-sex families are important steps. Yet, increasing teacher’s self-efficacy in reading these resources is critical.

Self-Efficacy and Outcome Expectancies

Bandura (1986) proposed self-efficacy as a mechanism of cognitive self-evaluation that mediates skilled performance. He defined self-efficacy as a person’s judgments of her or his ability to perform an activity and the effect this perception has on the ongoing and future conduct of the activity. Bandura (1986) believed that competent functioning requires both skills and self-beliefs of efficacy to use them effectively. He saw self-efficacy as a generative mechanism through which persons integrate and apply their existing cognitive, behavioral and social skills to the performance of a task. According to Bandura (1997), success is only attained after one generates and tests alternative forms of behavior and strategies. This problem-solving requires persistent effort. Bandura believed that those who may have self-doubts about their abilities abort this generative process if initial efforts prove deficient. Thus, self-efficacy is expressed as personal confidence in the ability to successfully perform tasks at a given level. It is concerned not with the skills one has, but with the judgment of what one can do with whatever skills one possesses and determines the effort people will put forth as well as how long they will persist at a given task (Bandura, 1977).

Bandura (1986) distinguished judgments of personal efficacy from response-outcome expectations. Outcome expectancies are beliefs about contingent relations between successful task performance and received outcomes. —Perceived self-efficacy is a judgment of one’s capability to accomplish a certain level of performance, whereas an outcome expectation is a judgment of the likely consequence such behavior will produce (Bandura, 1986, p. 391). Outcome expectancies mediate task performance by providing a cognitive appraisal of the likely outcomes of successful task performance and the likelihood that successful performance will lead to the attainment of goals. Bandura differentiates between efficacy and outcome judgments because —individuals can believe that a particular course of action will produce certain outcomes, but they do not act on that outcome belief if they question whether they can actually execute the
necessary activities (Bandura, 1986, p. 392).

Teachers simply will not read such books if either they lack self-efficacy to do so (they may feel like they are opening themselves up to potentially sensitive dialogue) and/or they expect negative outcomes. Yet, teachers have expressed that discussions around sensitive topics such as this are often unplanned and they feel they are caught unprepared to either engage in a conversation or handle a situation as they would have liked. By reading children’s books inclusive of same-sex families, or on any topic of social justice, teachers will realize that rarely do children bring up the issues they see as sensitive. Yet, if they do, then getting practice with this sensitive dialogue is instrumental in developing a more efficacious attitude to handle whatever comes up. First, and perhaps most important, preparing for these discussions is also effective at helping us in examining our own beliefs and biases.

The Examination

Linda Lantieri and Janet Patti in Waging Peace in our Classrooms (1996) state, —One of the biggest challenges in moving towards a classroom capable of transforming kids is that as teachers we have to transform ourselves (p.122). They believe that it is only when we examine our own biases and prejudice that we can —help young people understand such deep concepts as what racism is and how our society has oppressed people because of their differences (p.122). Irwin (1996) purports that the process of becoming nonsexist, multicultural persons is lifelong and entails —learning by listening, asking and being open to others’ perspectives as well as admitting to our —unconscious biases and the unwitting mistakes that we have made (p. 136). Bell Hooks suggests in Teaching to Transgress (1994) that teachers can only teach to the level of their own enlightenment. This raising of consciousness is critical of all individuals, not teachers alone. Teacher educators, administrators, parents, and community members can all commit to the principles of the peaceable, equitable classroom.

Since change is not an easy process, and —change in self is perhaps the most difficult of all (Lantieri and Patti, 1996, p.122) it is unlikely that members of the school community will raise their levels of consciousness without a challenge for change.

The Challenge

As a teacher-educator of early childhood/elementary literacy, I have always been mindful to include children’s literature depicting lesbian and gay families and youth in my undergraduate and graduate courses. I purchase available books, share titles with students, read them in classes, and encourage discussion. As mentioned, I have spoken with numerous teachers, principals, librarians, and superintendents
about their practices and school policies relating to classroom inclusion of such books (Bouley, 2007).

I have found the reading of and discourse related to multicultural children’s books to be just as transformative for adults as it is for children. Sharing and reading books depicting lesbian and gay families in class has resulted in the opening of rare and at times painful discourse. These discussions have helped to raise students‘ and my own awareness of our beliefs and unconscious biases as well as our understanding of the need for change.

It is critical then that I first develop an interpersonal environment that is conducive to these discussions. It is worthy to note that my students travel through four semesters of course work as a cohort group, so they really get to know each other. They have courses with me during both core one and two, so they develop a certain comfort level with me as well. During both of these courses, I start each class by sharing children‘s literature that is multicultural and often great for eliciting discussions related to social justice. I encourage students to be open in sharing their perspectives, feelings, and beliefs. Early on in the first semester, students and I develop simple ground rules such as respect, open mindedness, confidentiality, and compassion. I have realized that students watch carefully to confirm that I model these ground rules consistently. I share with students Irwin’s (1996) belief that the process of becoming nonsexist, multicultural persons is lifelong and entails —learning by listening, asking and being open to others‘ perspectivesl as well as admitting to our —unconscious biases and the unwitting mistakes that we have made (p. 136). Demonstrating to students that of course I am not void of bias is extremely liberating for them and powerful in opening up honest classroom discourse. Also, an important part of establishing this safe, risk-taking environment has been sharing Patti De Rosa’s (of the organization Cross-Cultural Consultation) Guidelines for Challenging Racism and Other Forms of Oppression (Lantieri and Patti, 1996) as she helps us to remember that, —None of us remain untouched by the discriminatory messages in our society.‖ In creating this environment my main goal has been, —to teach students how to listen, how to hear one another‖ (Hooks, 1994, p. 150) and how to listen to themselves. This is perhaps the most challenging of all.

The Conversations

The conversations have not always been easy, for any of us. But, we have talked. Students have shared their fears, beliefs, confusions, and frustrations. I have felt vulnerable, elated, and deflated. We have all learned through this practice talking and have learned to practice listening, objectivity, and empathy. In my experience, no other topic has been more difficult to discuss. One might suggest this is because the students and I have not had much practice openly discussing
homosexuality, heterosexism, and/or our responsibilities to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered (LGBT) families. Hooks (1994) suggests that the existing pedagogical structure in schools fails not only to include but avoids at all cost open critical discourse on difficult subjects. Christensen (1992) eloquently explained the ideology behind what has been referred to as fear of naming: —Topics like racism and homosexuality are avoided in most classrooms but they seethe like open wounds. When there is an opening for discussion, years of anger and pain surfaced (p. 14). There has been evidence of both.

Mostly our discussions consist of students sharing their own beliefs or fears. Very rarely do students actually respond to or challenge each others’ beliefs. It is clear that initially many students lack self-efficacy in their ability to engage in discourse on this topic as they do not persist. Rather, they share and move on or remain silent. This lack of confidence in critical discourse often results in a student coming to my office at a later time to share his/her thoughts/concerns about another student’s in-class comment. For example, one day after I read the book Families by Susan Kuklin (2006), a discussion transpired around whether or not teachers were allowed to read books —like that! (the most common response). It should be noted that this book is simply a collection of children’s stories about their families and depicts all types of family structures inclusive of same-sex families. It is not a didactic book specifically depicting a same-sex family. Yet some students shared that they would worry that parents might complain, and they might get in trouble. (This is a conversation we have every semester. Both undergraduate and graduate students question whether they would be —allowed to read these books and whether principals would support them if parents complained, which is clear evidence of the silencing). While discussing this issue one student said, —For me to teach gay/lesbian issues in schools would be like teaching Spanish. I don’t speak Spanish.‖ This statement deeply offended at least three students who came to my office to share their concerns. Yet, all three students said they would not have been comfortable expressing their thoughts and feelings to the student in class. When we discussed why that was, students demonstrated an emotional quality that likely contributed to their silence. In other words, they felt angry. They expressed it would be easier to debate topics for which they had less emotion; topics that didn’t have to do with the discrimination of people. This is a great example of Bandura’s outcome expectancy, a judgment of the likely consequence a behavior will produce, as these students expected two results as

the outcome of their behavior; one, they would become upset and two, there may be a fight or —uncomfortable‖ period. Either way it would be a bad thing.

However, graduate students have been slightly more efficacious in expressing their opinions and disagreements. In one graduate class after I had read Felicia’s
Favorite Story by Leslea Newman and Adriana Romo (2002), one student said it would be against her religion to teach LGBT issues in schools (interestingly the students who share their objection—and generally there have been few—use the words—teach LGBT! when referring to reading books including or depicting gay/lesbian families). In this case, another student said she felt that, as teachers, our job was to advocate for all children, and in so doing, we should—check our beliefs, religious or other, at the door. Another student shared she was in agreement by stating, —As public school teachers we are not allowed to teach our religious beliefs to our students so it would make sense that we should also not use our religious beliefs to make classroom decisions like this. As expected, it is common that the topic of religion enters our discussions. Most students share that their desire and obligation to advocate for all children must dictate their instructional decisions more than their religious or personal beliefs. In this way they seem to see the inclusion of literature depicting gay/lesbian families as important to children from gay/lesbian families only.

The common response has been that these pre- or in-service teachers would feel more comfortable including gay/lesbian families in their discussion on families if they actually had a child in their room with a gay parent(s). It appears that these students/teachers are assuming that they would always be aware of a gay/lesbian parent/family member, which is not necessarily true. Even more important, it further suggests that they don’t see including LGBT families in their multicultural curriculum as beneficial to all children. When a few students/teachers were asked how this exclusion was different from waiting until there is a member of a specific culture or ethnic group in their class before reading a book depicting that culture, their response was often, —I hadn’t thought of it that way!

Interestingly enough, much of the dialogue that stems from my reading a book either including or depicting same-sex families centers around these same points that are raised by Series Editor James Sears in the forward of Beyond Diversity Day: A Q&A on Gay and Lesbian Issues in Schools (Lipkin, 2004), —Lipkin equips citizens for questions that will most likely be voiced by the guardians of the sexual status quo: Why should the topic of homosexuality be included in the curriculum? Isn’t teaching about homosexuality only about sex? Can studying about homosexuality make a student gay? Is this not more propaganda than education? (p.x)

It seems teachers are either pondering these questions or, more often, fear the potential complaints from the parents of their children will stem from their own answers or biases to these questions. The most common feeling expressed has been fear; fear of parent complaints and uncertainty of administrator support. This outcome expectancy, that others will react negatively, is pervasive and powerful, as it keeps these individuals from reading these books even though the majority of them felt strongly about the need to do so.
Many, many questions have been raised with very few answers. Are other teachers in my school reading these books? Would my principal support me if a teacher complained? Do we have a school policy on this? Would I lose my job? Are lesbian and gay families included in our social studies curriculum? As a result, undergraduate students have begun to ask practicum teachers and graduate students have asked their peers and administrators for answers. This opening of dialogue is the necessary first step.

Students often share that they are lacking self-efficacy in reading books about or inclusive of same-sex families with children. They worry about what the children might ask and how they would be able to answer those questions — carefully. A few students have worried that the children will ask questions that are sexual in nature expressing the voice, as Sears points out above, of the sexual status quo. When this has come up, other students and I have seized the teachable moment to demonstrate (often with books we happen to have on hand) how in many children's books, straight parents even engage in sexual behavior such as kissing and hugging, yet young children don’t see these behaviors as sexual or ask questions about sex. A more common explanation for students' expressed discomfort relates to the ideology mentioned above known as — fear of naming. Students have said they feel uncomfortable discussing — sensitive issues! with children mostly because of their fear of the unknown: What will they ask? What will they tell their parents? This is one reason why I have videotaped myself reading books inclusive of same-sex families to children. Students can watch these read-alouds and see how children actually do not ask about sex or sexuality or most anything else they often fear they will.

Overwhelmingly the pre- and in-service teachers in my classes have expressed a deep and genuine desire to advocate for all of the children and families in their classrooms. Yet publicized homophobia and heterosexism and systematic silencing in schools has, so far, left them afraid, for the most part, to include gay and lesbian families in their practice. While self-efficacy in reading books related to this sensitive topic is important, it is less likely that these students will do so if they harbor such negative outcome expectancies. A shift in this thinking will only happen with open dialogue amongst all those involved.

Conclusions

The classroom (and office) discourse we have had on this issue has been a challenge to change us all. Through these conversations, I believe students have come to understand that ending the silencing and oppression of LGBT families in schools would begin only with the opening of safe, community-wide dialogue. Students have shared that their participation in this dialogue has increased their own personal comfort level and therefore increased the likeliness that dialogue
will remain open. Their heightened self-efficacy to discuss such a sensitive topic will hopefully result in an increased comfort level in reading books that may open up—sensitive-issuel dialogue with the children in their classrooms. A further result may be explicit effort on these teachers’ behalf to keep the dialogue open with their peers, parents, principals, and superintendents and therefore act as change agents in their school communities. This is critical as it would alter teacher’s outcome expectancies and increase the likelihood that they will persist. Students have expressed that they feel more efficacious and empowered to take the risks necessary for change. It certainly helps that they are more knowledgeable about children’s literature depicting gay and lesbian families (see attached bibliography) and the benefits of including such literature in their classrooms. Yet, and sadly, it is also evident that students have come to understand that, for some teachers, embracing diversity and teaching multiculturally does not include embracing same-sex families.
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**Children’s Books Depicting or Inclusive of LGBT Families**


This book contains wonderful interviews with children from 15 different families. These families represent all types of diversity including two families with lesbian or gay parents. The book is written in the children’s words and demonstrates the pride they feel for their families and themselves.

Theme: Families Diversity: Family, cultural, ethnic, religious, lesbian and gay Age: Preschool-Grade 6

This is an uplifting and beautiful story of how a gay couple adopted their son. The fact that the couple is white and their son is African American added another facet to the story, bringing a measure of visibility to the growing number of biracial, bicultural families in our society. The illustrations are playful and add an element of emotional depth to the straightforward narrative of how this family came to be.

Theme: Adoption Diversity: Cultural, ethnic, gay dads Age: Preschool-Grade 3


Two women learn that a birthmother has chosen them to adopt her newborn baby boy. The story begins with the excitement and anticipation these two mothers feel for their new son. The joy they feel when bringing him home for the first time is evident in this beautiful story about love. The colorful illustrations warmly express the true love these two moms have for their newly adopted son.

Theme: Adoption Diversity: Culture, non-traditional families, lesbian families Age: Preschool-Grade 3


Antonio is preparing a card for Mother’s Day for his mom and her partner. When the children in his class make fun of Leslie, Antonio isn’t sure how to express his feelings for both women.

Theme: Family differences Diversity: Family, culture Age: Preschool-Grade 4


This is a true story of two male penguins who live in Central Park Zoo and who have lived side by side for years. When a female penguin laid two eggs and demonstrated she could only take care of one, Roy and Silo got their chance to work together towards having a family.

Theme: Family differences Diversity: Family Age: Preschool-Grade 4

Bouley: Speaking Up: Opening Dialogue

The king and queen are searching for a princess for their son. When a brother accompanies a prospective princess, the prince and his parents find out together that it is not a princess he desires, but a prince.

Theme: Coming out, family love and acceptance Diversity: Diverse family structures Age: 1-3


This simple rhyming text tells a funny story in the family life of one-year-old Emma, her Mama and Mommy, and her siblings. The repetition of the child-friendly title throughout the book makes this text appropriate for two-year-olds who can then participate in the reading.

Theme: Family adventures Diversity: Diverse family structures Age: Toddlers-Grade 1


Elmer is not like the other boy ducklings. He likes to do things that only the girls are supposed to do. Elmer demonstrates that even though he is a —big sissy,— he is brave, unique, and equally valuable. The eventual support of his family gives him added strength to be himself.

Theme: Gender stereotypes, family acceptance, self-worth Diversity: Acceptance of differences, emphasizes similarities Age: 1-3


Molly's kindergarten class is preparing for Open School Night and decides to decorate the classroom for visiting parents. Molly draws a picture of her family, which includes Mommy, Mama Lu and her puppy, Sam. Some of the other children in her class don't understand how families can have two mothers. Molly is hurt by the reaction of her peers but her parents and teacher explain to her (and all of the students) that families are different. The other children then begin to describe how their families are different. Illustrations are expressive and colorful.

Theme: Family differences Diversity: Family, culture Age: Preschool-Grade 3


Nate’s two moms help him to understand that he can have more than one favorite color and one best friend. This is one in a series of books titled, Anti-Bias Books for Kids: Teaching Children New Ways to Know the People Around Them. All books in the series
are in English and Spanish and include information for parents, caregivers, and teachers on how to reinforce and help preschool children to learn cooperation and respect for diversity.

Theme: Cooperation and respect for diversity. Diversity: Multicultural/multiethnic, diverse family structure Age: Preschool-Grade 3


Harvey Milk was the first openly gay elected city official in the United States. Above all else, this biography sends the clear message that a single individual can make a difference. Harvey Milk was an extremely courageous man who fought for civil rights at a time when gay people had no legal protection. The author tells Milk's life story effectively and appropriately from his childhood to his assassination. Epilogue and author's notes included.

Theme: Individuality, gay civil rights, hate crimes, government Diversity: Gay/lesbian, cultural diversity Age: Grade 2 and up


Heather has two mommies. When she starts school, Heather and her new friends quickly realize that there are many different kinds of families. As expected, since this book was one of the first to break the silence and tell the story of a same sex family, the focus or theme is limited.

Theme: Diverse family structures

Diversity: Same sex families, family diversity Age: 1-3


In this new edition, Newman makes changes to Heather's story based on feedback she has received over the years. In addition, to the text being shorter (making it suitable for younger listeners), Newman removed the section which described Heather's conception and birth. This allows Newman's message that love is the most important family trait to be heard loud and clear.


In this story, Frankie is sad and hurt when his two mommies separate. Frankie soon learns that although he no longer lives with Patty, she is still a part of his life. He finds comfort in knowing that he will be spending his Saturdays with Patty.

In this book, Todd Parr demonstrates that there are many different ways to be a family. Families are different colors, live in different locations, eat different foods, and have varying members. Yet, all families like to help and hug each other, celebrate special occasions together, and love each other. The many differences and similarities of families are celebrated in this simple, yet wonderful story.


Similar to the Family Book, yet this book focuses on moms. While all moms are different, they have many similarities. In particular, they all love their children. Some moms drive motorcycles, some drive vans, some work at home, others work in large buildings, some have short hair, some have long. Yet, all mommies like to hang out with their children and watch them sleep.


In this book, it is Daddies' turn to be different yet similar. All dads may look and act different, but all dads like to be with you and love you.


In this book, Parr makes it clear that it is not only okay to be different but also demonstrates great insight into the feelings and social development of young children. For example, Parr states it is okay to do something nice for yourself, to be proud of yourself, to be embarrassed or to be mad. It is also okay to have different families or to come from different places. A simple yet powerful message!


Skutch demonstrates that there are many different kinds of families, and while families may look alike, they are all unique. The author discusses traits of differing family structures and then compares them with a few animal families. For example, some children live in families with only their mothers not unlike chimpanzee families where mama chimp raises her young. While this comparison may seem awkward, the author effectively relates diversity in families to something many children know about, animals.

Theme: Family structures, family activities Diversity: Family, culture, ethnicity Age: Preschool-Grade 3


Valentine brings us into the house of two children who live on Grove Street. When their two moms had to leave for work, the children decided to make a daddy machine. When it actually works and turns out 50 plus dads, they have many great adventures! A playful text that brings visibility to happy gay/lesbian families.

Theme: Gay/lesbian families Diversity: Cultural, ethnicity Age: Grade 1-3


Two children share their family structures—one has two dads and one has a mom and dad—and in so doing realize that their dads are not really so different after all. Valentine uses color, as a concrete way to differentiate between family structures as Lou has two dads that are blue. This is a very easy-to-read, Dr. Seuss-like text that, although simple, exposes many stereotypes or misconceptions about gay dads. For example, the child with two blue dads is asked, —If they hug you too hard will the color rub off?! A fun and powerful book.

Theme: Family structure, gay dads, gay stereotypes Diversity: Families, culture Age: Preschool-Grade 3


Elly has two favorite uncles. One is her dad’s brother, and the other is his partner. In this relevant story, Elly is trying to understand why one of her favorite uncles is not invited to a family celebration. In this text, Vigna—offers a powerful message about the power of understanding and the possibilities of change.

Theme: Family structure, homophobia, love and acceptance, change Diversity: Families Age: Grade 1-3

23) Is Your Family Like Mine? by Lois Abramchik. Illustrated by Alaiyo
Five-year-old Armetha lives with her two mothers who encourage her to learn something new each day. When she turns to her friends and asks, —Who lives in your family?— she discovers that they come from all different families. Illustrated in black and white.

Theme: Family diversity, lesbian and gay parents, love and acceptance

Diversity: Multicultural characters Age: K-Grade 3


This is a simple alphabet book that depicts children having fun with their alternative families. Children on each page demonstrate typical family activities done with their two moms or dads. Young children can partake in the fun while learning both the alphabet and family diversity.

Theme: Gay/lesbian families, alphabet book, family traditions Diversity: Culturally and ethnically diverse characters Age: Preschool-Grade 1


In this book young children can enjoy the same experiences as stated in the ABC book while practicing their counting skills.

Theme: Gay/lesbian families, counting book, family traditions Diversity: Culturally and ethnically diverse characters Age: Preschool-Grade 1
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Speaking Up: Opening Dialogue with Pre-Service and In-Service Teachers about Reading Children’s Books Inclusive of Lesbian and Gay Families

By, Teresa M. Bouley

Location of Errors: Page 4, Theoretical Framework, 9 sentences in paragraph 2 & 3

**Error One:** 4 sentences have full attribution yet quotation marks are missing.

Corrected Sentences:
Bandura (1986) believed that “competent functioning requires both skills and self-beliefs of efficacy to use them effectively” (p. 391).

“It is concerned not with the skills one has, but with the judgment of what one can do with whatever skills one possesses” (Bandura, 1986, p. 391) and determines the effort people will put forth as well as how long they will persist at a given task (Bandura, 1977).

According to Bandura (1986, 1997), success is only attained after one generates and tests alternative forms of behavior and strategies (1986, p. 391).

This “problem-solving requires persistent effort” and Bandura (1986) believed that those who may have self-doubts about their abilities “abort this generative process if initial efforts prove deficient” (p. 391).

Error Two: In 5 sentences it appears to be another author's reference to an original source. Therefore Henck et al. and Shell et al. need to be referenced in text and then added to the reference list.

Henck et al.

He defined self-efficacy as a person’s judgments of her or his ability to perform an activity and the effect this perception has on the ongoing and future conduct of the activity.

Corrected: Henck & Melnick (1997) state, “Bandura defined self-efficacy as a person’s judgments of her or his ability to perform an activity and the effect this perception has on the ongoing and future conduct of the activity” (p. 471)


Shell et al.

He saw self-efficacy as a generative mechanism through which persons integrate and apply their existing cognitive, behavioral and social skills to the performance of a task.

Corrected: Shell, Murphy, and Bruning (1989) state that Bandura saw self-efficacy as, “a generative mechanism through which persons integrate and apply their existing cognitive, behavioral and social skills to the performance of a task” (p. 91).

Thus, self-efficacy is expressed as personal confidence in the ability to successfully perform tasks at a given level.

Corrected: Shell et al. (1989) state that self-efficacy is “expressed as personal confidence in the ability to successfully perform tasks at a given level” (p. 91).

Outcome expectancies are beliefs about contingent relations between successful task performance and received outcomes.
Corrected: Shell et al. (1989) define outcome expectancies as, “beliefs about contingent relations between successful task performance and received outcomes” (p. 91).

Pg 4 Line 39: Bouley: Outcome expectancies mediate task performance by providing a cognitive appraisal of the likely outcomes of successful task performance and the likelihood that successful performance will lead to the attainment of goals. Corrected: Shell et al. (1989) further state that outcome expectancies, “mediate task performance by providing a cognitive appraisal of the likely outcomes of successful task performance and the likelihood that successful performance will lead to the attainment of goals” (p. 91).